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Encountering Shipman's theory by chance severa
its account of ways of negotiating space and tim

the work that I am trying to make dimensional, palpable, deep. I want to use architectural
elements within an installation to create a dialogue with my work, a dialogue between
sculpture and architecture.

hence potentially narrative flow, the looped footag

luminous sensual color of film, animated here by
to filming, enabling the two media to reinforce an
Intermittently interrupting the continuous flow on

I make figurative images in a pictorial medium and place them in the exhibition space in
an attempt to form work in which two things, which are almost impossible to talk about but
that can surely be felt, intersect-the worlds of time (video) and space (architecture)-such

The perceived flatness and immediacy inherent i

depth, as it restlessly shifts focus from close-up t

been edited primarily in relation to space rather t

tiple points of perspective and flat space are formed. ... It is within this space that I
find freedom.

video footage was, in addition, at times slowed to

in motion. One point perspective is neither depicted nor inscribed in the work. Mul-

stand still, to feel the work moving and to understand it

three video sequences of bees swarming. Shot fr

to not

nine sensibility, which anyone of any gender can sport, is one that is not singular . ...
I want the viewer

of hexagonally shaped colored forms, recorded o

I think of space as . .. consciousness and architecture together . ... For me, the femi-

Reference to this thesis led Thater to map Dia's

cellular structures, the honeycomb from which th

difficult to make space visible, but this is the task I set [for} myself in working within
whatever is the given architecture.

aligned to alternate time-space and light ratios, t

installation to foreground space; this, for the most part, is the focus of my work. It's very

unlike ours, but they perceive and navigate space

the editing room, but the piece is completed in the installation process.

sets of coordinates. With hexagonally faceted co

poles, not only can worker bees convey informati

what I work to achieve through editing and re-editing . ... The edited work is completed in
I am given a space, then I have to figure out how to deal with it. I am trying to use

function. Given that they are highly attuned to the

The image is not ultimately the most important thing-the creation of space is. So, this is

cognizance. She was equally fascinated by its cor

of food a worker bee communicates to her fellow
the site together with details about the quality of

a story-this is why I give my work no narrative dimension. It is the sculptural qualities of

Proposed by the young mathematician Barbara S
gies with a map of the bee dance: upon returning

This is why my work is so much about molding space and pulling apart the architecture, as
opposed to making narratives. I don't want the viewer to fall into the linear progression of

In Knots+ Surfaces (2001 ), commissioned for D
as her point of departure a provocative hypothesi

"me'-the self remembered in an arrested state, not in motion

tion addresses, and it is what defines it as a medium equivalent to painting and sculpture.

to the

image and holds the image and is endemic to it.

with old, ugly technology and the machines buzzi

happens everyday in every kind of space, and my

other hand, foregrounding the technology is just

I think hiding the technology shows a misunderst

what I want the form to be.

tools used to form it can be one and the same. T

another; this is how technology and beauty coexi

one another. A camera, a camera angle, and a fil

Form and content (and I always include tools/tec

(walls, ceiling, floor) that it also destabilizes.

that one kind of space (the flat space of video) i

but as if in a photograph, frozen in time. It is this possibility of "present-ness• that installa-

space-as opposed

One engages what Morris describes as the "!'-living, imageless, here and now in time and

tion and is aware of this movement, one achieves what Robert Morris calls "present-ness. •

subjectivity-is what most interests me. When one moves through the space of an installa-

based. That installation directly addresses consciousness-that it raises questions about

Installation is about sculpting time and space; it is not necessarily pictorial, nor is it object-

and who express their experience of "present-ness· with their whole beings.

of nature-animals whose experience of time and space never seems to me to be singular

images undermine the singularity of time, space, and being. They do it through the image

space, one with images embedded in it that make it move, that change it. And these

who probably brings to the work a singular point of view, I present her with a disconcerting

are traditionally seen as objects. This is a place to begin. In order to transform a viewer

develop a new viewer, or a new frame of viewing, one must present as subjects those who

I want to offer an artistic space where consciousness may be reconstructed, as opposed
to making work that reinforces what it has been assumed to be . ... My idea is that to
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